
Three Educational Worlds – the USA, China, Poland  

(Report from Survey Research)

Educational processes in the 21 century undergo the same transformations 

as other civilisation processes do. In scientific discourse this is described in terms 

of the H. Jenkins catch-up effect (2006), which does not only concern the media, 

but the entire culture. It consists in finding similarities in the fields of technology 

development and access to information and education, of which the Internet is 

a significant example. !e Internet culture, which generates a society of netocracy, 

culture-makers and culture-consumers, and at the same time creates social bonds 

beyond institutional limits of any countries, which are both opinion-forming and 

causative (e.g. indignant movement). Another description is to consider changes 

in the world in terms of the globalisation processes (Bauman Z. 2000, Robertson 

R. 1992), which may be unequally divided, dividing society into the poor and the 

rich, but yet it is inevitable, because it is spontaneous. Finally, the third discourse 

to mention here is Giddens’ theory which describes the world in terms of late 

modernity (Giddens 1991), where the market-, power- and work-oriented pro-

cesses are not able to be regulators of social life as they are in modernism, therefore 

an individual carries out transformations as if they were next to or even beyond 

social organisms and institutions or creates new communities. !e presented 

modest survey research results aim to show how the education world is seen by 

teachers and students in three countries with different history and culture. Which 

elements of these systems are common in opinions and which are not? Are we able 

to distinguish a representation of an education ideology understood according to 

R. Meighan as: coexistent, o]en competing systems of beliefs, ideas and views on edu-

cation (Meigham 1993, pp. 193-200) in respondents’ answers? Despite the history 

end metaphor and its critical analysis contained in the so-called civilizations impact 

functioning in the social world descriptions at the end of the 20 century, we notice 
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